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News for Physicians
The new year and RHPA
To our physicians and support
staff: With a new year off to a fast
start, we at Reid Health Physician
Associates are excited about growth
and changes for 2018. Dr. Rohit
Bawa and I are pleased to formally
announce our first medical director
for the provider network.
Dr. Daniel Wegg has graciously
accepted this new position. His role
will be to work under the guidance of
the Network Operating Council and
in collaboration with our leadership
team. His role will be critical as RHPA
and Reid Health continue toward a
true physician-led leadership model.
Dr. Wegg will be directly involved in
operational processes and collaborate
with leadership in meeting both
strategic and operational goals. He
will work for continued improvement
related to the delivery of care and
clinical services, cost management,
utilization review, quality assurance
and medical protocol development.
The focus will be around a patientcentric model of care.

Dr. Wegg, who was the 2017 Rhoads
Humanity in Medicine Award recipient,
brings extensive experience in
patient-centered care to his role.
He will continue in his role as an
active primary care physician for
the Winchester area, where he has
three nurse practitioner colleagues
working with him at three practices. He
also continues to serve as the NOC
Population Health Chair and serves
on several other committees for our
health system.
Over the next few weeks, Dr. Wegg
will begin visiting all RHPA practice
sites to gain a better understanding
and perspective of the physical
footprint of RHPA and visit with
physicians and staff.
Please join me in welcoming
Dr. Wegg to this new role. We are
excited about the opportunities this
provides our provider network.
— Kelly Beall, Vice President/
Executive Director of Reid
Health Physician Associates

2017 Rhoads honoree makes melodies
with patients, sees some at home
From serenading
them with a song to
visiting some in their
Daniel Wegg homes, the 2017 Paul
S. Rhoads Humanity in Medicine
Award winner is known for treating his
patients like family with an unyielding
focus on trying to make them better.
The recognition for Daniel Wegg, M.D.,
was announced at the annual medical
staff appreciation and new physician
reception in September. Dr. Wegg
joined the Reid team in 2013, but has

served patients in the Randolph County
area since moving from his native
country of Canada in 1995.
The Humanity in Medicine award
and celebration, authorized as an
annual event by Reid’s governing
board in 1983, honors the memory of
Dr. Rhoads for his service to patients
and medicine. He was the founding
director of Reid’s Medical Education
Department, and helped organize
the hospice program and the Wayne
County adult clinic for the indigent.

Provider
Networking Series
All sessions will start at 5 p.m.
Cocktails & appetizers • 5 p.m.
Dinner • 5:30 p.m.
Presentation • 6:30 p.m.
Please RSVP: (765) 983-3122 or email
Suzie.Marcum@ReidHealth.org
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Understanding cleft lip and cleft palate
Cleft lip and palate is a relatively
common congenital problem
S. Travis
occurring in 1 in 750 live births,
Greathouse
and many of us have probably seen or known
at least one person with this condition.
There is some mystery and confusion behind
the diagnosis. The confusion stems partly
from the history surrounding its treatment.
In ancient Greek and Roman society (and
throughout more modern western civilizations),
those with clefts were seen as cursed and
often abandoned as infants. In South American
cultures, patients with clefts were considered
supernatural and many artifacts of clefts have
been discovered in Central and South America.
Exhumed mummies have demonstrated
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Welcome to the team
Cesar Antonini, M.D., internal
medicine, is seeing patients
at Reid Medical Associates in
Richmond. Dr. Antonini’s degree
is from Universidad Central
Cesar Antonini del Caribe School of Medicine.
He was chief medical resident during his
residencies at Damas Hospital in Ponce,
Puerto Rico.
Bala Bangalore, M.D.,
anesthesia, joined Reid
Anesthesia. His degree is from
Bangalore Medical College, with
residencies at the University of
Bala Bangalore Oklahoma College of Medicine
in Tulsa and the John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital of
Cook County in Chicago.

Stacy Borden

Stacy Borden, Au.D., has
joined Reid Hearing Center
in Richmond. Her doctor of
audiology is from Ball State
University in Muncie and her

characteristic skull findings on CT scans of cleft
palate, and this was likely a familial trait in one
of the Egyptian royal families.
Cleft lip and cleft palate are two distinct
things. Cleft lip occurs as either a complete or
incomplete cleft. A complete cleft will go from
the free border of the lip all the way through
to the nostril. Incomplete clefts will have at
least a small band of tissue that separates the
lip and nostril. Mild forms of cleft lip may look
like a “scar” on the lip, a notch, or a dimple.
The muscle is always affected and will have
inappropriate connections with other tissues.
This can cause significant distortion of the nose,
and is often the most challenging part to correct.
Cleft lip surgery is often done at three months,
when the infant is old enough to more safely
undergo anesthesia. The surgery varies
depending on the extent of the cleft and
whether unilateral or bilateral. Most times the
child can go back to feeding as normal and
there is usually very little pain. At the same
time of the lip repair, a “rhinoplasty” can be
done to reshape the nose and make a more
symmetric appearance.

master’s is from Bowling Green State
University in Bowling Green, Ohio. She
comes to Reid Health from ProMedica Toledo
Audiology in Maumee and Sylvania, Ohio.
Mercy Chong, M.D., pediatrics,
has joined Reid Pediatric &
Internal Medicine in Richmond.
Dr. Chong received her M.D.
from Loma Linda University
Mercy Chong School of Medicine, Loma
Linda, Calif. She most recently served as
a general pediatrician at North Scottsdale
Pediatric Associates in Scottsdale, Ariz. She
lists clinical interests in dermatology and in
breastfeeding.
Usman Choudhry, D.O., pain
management, has joined Reid
Podiatry & Pain Management
in Richmond. Dr. Choudhry
received his doctor of
Usman Choudhry osteopathic medicine from the
West Virginia School of Osteopathic Medicine
in Lewisburg, W.Va. His residency in physical
medicine and rehabilitation was at the Loyola
University Medical Center in Maywood, Ill.

Cleft palate involves a cleft of the soft and
sometimes hard palate. Cleft palates affect
both speech and feeding. There are two main
categories of cleft palate repair – straight-line
and Furlow (Z-plasty). Both techniques have
benefits, and can be tailored to the individual
needs of the patient.
There are often many other surgeries that a
child with cleft lip and/or palate may need,
including ear tubes, lip revisions or an
alveolar bone graft. Around adolescence, a
patient with cleft palate may display maxillary
hypoplasia and need corrective jaw surgery.
Rhinoplasty is often reserved for the final stage
near adulthood. The cleft rhinoplasty is more
challenging than a conventional rhinoplasty
and often requires graft material – sometimes
taken from a rib. Cleft lip and palate surgery
can be a complex journey for a child and
their family.
I have additional training in pediatric and
craniofacial plastic surgery and special interest
in cleft lip and palate. If you would like to refer
a patient or family member with a cleft, please
call (765) 962-4872.

Dan Hecimovich, M.D.,
anesthesia, joined Reid
Anesthesia. Dr. Hecimovich
graduated from the Saba
University School of Medicine in
Dan Hecimovich the Caribbean, and completed
residencies at the Michael Reese Hospital
and Medical Center and the University of
Illinois Hospital in Chicago.
Novera Inam, M.D., family
medicine, has joined the faculty
of the Reid Health Family
Medicine Residency Program.
Novera Inam She is board certified in sleep
medicine and family medicine. She came to
Reid Health from Good Samaritan Hospital
in Dayton. She earned her medical degree
from Rawalpindi Medical College in Pakistan.
Her family medicine residency was at the
University of North Dakota Minot Center for
Family Medicine.

Steven Smith

Steven Smith, M.D., family
medicine, is seeing new
patients at Reid Health Primary
& Specialty Care - Hagerstown.
Dr. Smith earned his medical

One of the most fortunate people, ever
Claudia Anderson, now retired, reflects on her long career at Reid
Claudia spent her entire career with Reid Health, working in a variety of
roles including director of physician relations from 2011-2017. Claudia,
who is married to Reid internal medicine specialist Patrick Anderson,
retired in November. We caught up with her recently to talk about her
43 years with the organization and plans for the future.
Where did you get your start at Reid? I graduated from The Ohio State
University with my nursing degree in 1974, and worked at Dr. Howard
Deitsch’s family medicine practice for a year. During that time I traveled
once a week to take chemotherapy and oncology classes at Indiana
University Medical Center. It was a wonderful time of learning for me.
What jobs did you have at Reid? I spent most of my career in
oncology (old L4). I also was director of hospice for nine years, then
director of the Wound Healing Center, and then director of physician
relations. I also moonlighted at several local practices, but Reid was
always home.
What did you enjoy most about working at Reid? I believe I am
one of the most fortunate people ever. I loved every position and every
team—-all of them were so exciting and energizing. I loved the synergy!
Becoming a certified hospice and palliative medicine nurse afforded
me so many opportunities, and thinking about my time with the Wound
Healing Center always makes me smile. My overriding goal as a nurse
was for my patients and families to feel they had an advocate and to
degree from Northeastern Ohio Universities
College of Medicine in Rootstown, Ohio.
He has served as associate director of
primary care, adult and child health services
in Indianapolis and has over 20 years
experience caring for patients in Indiana
and Ohio.

Noelle Armstrong

Kristy Carter

Noelle Armstrong, PA,
has joined Reid Urgent Care.
She obtained her master’s
of physician assistant studies
from Kettering College in
Kettering, Ohio.
Kristy Carter, PA, has joined
Reid ENT in Richmond. She
comes to Reid from Kentucky
One Health in Lexington, Ky.
Her master’s degree is from the
University of Nebraska.

Cora Edger, PA, has joined Reid Health
Physician Associates. Her
master’s degree is from
Marietta College in Marietta,
Ohio. She has clinical
experience in numerous areas
Cora Edger

feel safe when I was
involved in their care.
What are you are
looking forward
to in retirement?
Retirement…
Above: Claudia with her
another adventure!
husband, Patrick. Right:
The Andersons with their
After 43 years of
grandchildren.
working I have to
admit it will be nice not to brave the snow and ice on winter mornings.
I guess I will have to see what retirement brings. Patrick is so
supportive, and he will help me find my way. Our four grandchildren
live locally, so I know I will be spending lots of time with them.
They are kind and as bright as shiny new pennies. When they
call me Dia, their name for me, my heart melts.
I will definitely continue to sing with Something Good—we have
performed for many, many community events, and have even
sung the National Anthem at Reds games!
Is there anything specific you want to say to doctors? I will
miss the relationships with my providers and their staff. So many
of them I consider friends. They were so kind and helpful over the
years. I am so proud of them and the care they give their patients
day after day, year after year. Their dedication is inspiring!

including emergency and family medicine,
general surgery, ob-gyn, pediatrics and
dermatology.
Tina Howard, NP, has moved
to Reid Vascular Surgery
from the cardiac cath lab.
She’s been on the Reid team
since 2011 and was a nurse
Tina Howard in the critical care unit. She
received her master’s in nursing with a
family nurse practitioner focus from the
University of Cincinnati, and her nursing
degree from Regis University in Denver.

Quick news & thank yous
Thank you to Henry Chong, M.D., cardiology,
for presenting a two-part series regarding
hypertension, dyslipidemia, atrial fibrillation
and stroke prevention, pulmonary
hypertension, cardiomyopathies, acute
coronary syndrome and SVT vs. VT; Maria
Muhlenkamp, NP, for presenting an update
of hypertension definition during the second
part of this series; and Bill Spyropoulos,
DPM, podiatry, for presenting on diabetic
foot/lower extremity care in New Paris, Ohio.

In memory

James R.
Lewis, M.D.
June 17, 1935 February 3, 2017
(1999 Humanity in
Medicine Recipient)

Clarence “C.G.”
Clarkson, M.D.
June 17, 1925 May 23, 2017
(1991 Humanity in
Medicine Recipient)

John B.
Clarkson, M.D.
November 1, 1956 June 2, 2017
(Son of C.G.
Clarkson)

Michael
Hinshaw, M.D.
March 27, 1939 December 29, 2017
(1992 Humanity in
Medicine Recipient)
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Puerto Rico outreach proves life-changing for Reid doctor
When they flow, the tears are a mixture of
both joy and sadness for Sara Diaz Valentin,
M.D. The deep sadness is from the harsh
reality of massive devastation brought to her
native island of Puerto Rico by Hurricane
Maria – devastation she saw firsthand recently
during an extremely personal medical mission.

development that brings joy
in the sadness. “It’s been
very inspiring to see that I’m
certainly not the only one.
There are multiple people
feeling the deep drive to do
something,” she said.

The sometimes overwhelming joy results from
the outpouring of help from her peers, her
employer, coworkers and others since she
collected 19 suitcases and boxes of medicines
and supplies and personally delivered them to
Puerto Rico late last year. She spent what was
to be her vacation traveling the island handing
out the medicine and supplies, evaluating
patients, and dodging hurricane damage and
flooded roads.

The organization is called
“Puerto Rico Rise Up, Inc.”
Above: Dr. Diaz examines a little boy during her recent outreach in Puerto Rico. At times
(puertoricoriseup.org) Its first Dr. Diaz and others went door to door to check on residents. This man’s roof was spared
project was called “Caravana because his neighbors used nails and hooks to reinforce it. He was out of food, so the
medical team left him all the snacks they were carrying.
Navidar,” which is similar to
lost most of the contents of her home. Her
“a Christmas-giving caravan”
first stop was her sister’s home, where she
in English. This event collected toys for foster
was able to work with others to start supplying
homes and orphanages, and helped fund the
communities with necessities.
rebuilding or repairing of the facilities.
Besides vast medical needs, she saw
It all began soon after the hurricane, when
Dr. Diaz was unable to reach family members devastation everywhere. “You can just lose it
in a heartbeat,” she said. “But I think the most
who live on the island. She gathered funds
uplifting thing was the spirit of the people.
and supplies, many of them donated by Reid
The people are helping each other. It was
or purchased with funds collected by peers
really touching. It gets back to what medicine
across the nation. She learned her mother
is all about, helping other people. It was very
was safe and had a brief conversation with
spiritual … the closest to a spiritual experience
her sister – only to discover her sister had
that I’ve had in medicine.”

The experience changed her. “It makes you
appreciate what you have more. It makes you
appreciate the health care we have more. And
it makes you want to do more,” she said.
Her efforts and connections made with peers
across the United States led to the formation
of a new, non-profit organization – another

